
Does 2018 rhyme 
with 2000?
While history doesn’t necessarily repeat itself it does 

tend to rhyme. With that thought in mind we would like 

to look back to the end of the 2000 dotcom bubble 

and see if there are any parallels that might be drawn 

to the current valuation of internet stocks.
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Let’s recap with an article from Denis Taylor then of the 

San Jose Business Journal (not perhaps a household 

name but San Jose was at the epicentre of the Dotcom 

world). Dennis writes on 20 March 2000:

One trillion dollars.

That’s how much at least one analyst believes Cisco 

Systems Inc. will be worth in a few years--and you’d be 

hard pressed to find anyone to disagree…

Thirty-seven investment banks recommend either a 

“buy” or a “strong buy.” None recommend a “sell” or 

even a “hold.”

George Kelly, an analyst with Morgan Stanley Dean 

Witter in New York who took Cisco public a decade 

ago, is one of the Cisco bulls. Cisco’s stock is trading 

at roughly 120 times Mr. Kelly’s earnings’ estimate of 

$1.13 per share….

Paul Weinstein, an analyst with Credit Suisse First 

Boston, believes a $1 trillion market capitalization 

(stock price multiplied by shares outstanding) is 

within reach in a few years. He said Cisco’s stock has 

increased 1,000 times, a perfect 100 percent annual 

return since it launched its IPO in 199o.

“We humbly submit that over the next two to three 

years, Cisco could be the first trillion dollar market cap 

company--and don’t think they wouldn’t love it,” Mr. 

Weinstein wrote in his “strong buy” recommendation….

Michael Neiberg, lead analyst in the communications 

equipment sector for Chase Hambrecht & Quist in New 

York, said Cisco is turning a lot of investors long-term.

“If you had picked a price point to sell [high] at 

anytime in the past 10 years, you would have been 

wrong,” he said. “They have such an impressive track 

record of growing ... that the financial community isn’t 

thinking in terms of a multiple of what they’re earning 

this year, but what they will be earning three or four 

years down the line.”

(San Jose Business Journal, 20 March 2000).



Within a month of this article being written the 

Nasdaq Index (which was heavy in tech stocks) had 

dropped 35% on its way to a 50% decline by the end 

of the year 2000. This article is used as an illustration 

of how perspective can be lost during a boom, where 

upward stock movements reinforce views and a circular 

argument develops until unexpectedly the story get 

clay feet. 

Cisco Systems, which was at the time the largest 

company in the world by capitalisation, eventually fell 

to 20% of its former capitalisation and its share price 

is yet to get close to the former peak. However, the 

business continued to grow and the company is still 

one of the blue bloods of the tech sector. Importantly, 

when it went into PPM portfolios 15 years after its 

glory days we bought it on about 9 times earnings 

rather than 120 times (which was at the time thought 

attractive by 37 investment banks!). We are using this 

example to highlight that extraordinary valuations 

usually disappoint when the law of big numbers comes 

into play.

We would like to point to the astonishingly large 

current capitalisation levels in the tech sector—below 

is a table showing the market capitalisation (that is the 

value the stock market gives a company) of the seven 

largest tech stocks. Currently they are capitalised at a 

tad short of $5 trillion, but only have revenue of $730 

billion or to put it another way their market valuation is 

an average of 6.6 times their revenue. Given the size of 

these numbers it stretches credibility that the revenue 

can grow sufficiently in order to bring these companies 

back onto more normal valuations within a reasonable 

timeframe. And that is the point at some stage extreme 

situation may become too extreme and with a sudden 

realisation of the incredulity of the situation. This 

usually occurs when market prices start to slip and the 

joy of buying something that seems to perpetually go 

up turns to a question of is it really worth that much.  

Who would be buying these stocks at such prices? 

Maybe the ETFs and Index Funds might have the 

answer but they don’t look at the fundamentals. 

Could it be that in a few years from now we will be able 

to buy Amazon on the same multiples as Wal Mart and 

at a price of say $300 not its current $1500?

Company Name Capitalisation
($million)

Revenue  
($million)

Cap/Rev

Apple Inc. (NasdaqGS:AAPL) 913,220 239,176 3.8

Alphabet Inc. (NasdaqGS:GOOGL) 806,849 110,855 7.3

Amazon.com, Inc. (NasdaqGS:AMZN) 764,352 177,866 4.3

Microsoft Corporation (NasdaqGS:MSFT) 743,338 95,652 7.8

Facebook, Inc. (NasdaqGS:FB) 538,093 40,653 13.2

Tencent Holdings Limited (SEHK:700) 537,554 32,351 16.6

Alibaba Group Holding Limited (NYSE:BABA) 489,613 34,873 14.0

            4,793,021 731,427 6.6

*Source: Capital IQ



A discussion with Kathryn 
Fagg, CEW President and 
Australian Reserve Bank 
Board Member

History would suggest that this is quite possible and at 

this price it might make sense to us.

PPM’s approach is to buy stocks at valuations that relate 

to the underlying returns the company can generate and 

this has meant that we have not bought Facebook or 

Netflix etc. We recognise that these are great businesses 

but we think the prices are too high to produce an 

foundation when considering issues presented to the 

Board, which is something that she believes uniquely 

distinguishes the Australian Reserve Bank Board 

relative to its global peers.

Kathryn moved on to the wider topic of the imperative 

for growth of both the wider Australian economy but 

also for Australian businesses and companies. She 

noted the importance of infrastructure emphasizing 

that investment in infrastructure is necessary to 

facilitate continuing long term growth. In a broader 

sense, Kathryn concluded that the key characteristics 

of the Australian economy were strong and that 

there was broad growth across the economy – and 

that although the current volatility in the domestic 

and international share market may make investors 

nervous the fundamentals of the Australian economy 

were good.

“A Happy New Year”  
PPM was delighted to host last month a luncheon 

presentation with Kathryn Fagg as the guest speaker. 

Kathryn Fagg is an experienced Chairman and Board 

member following an executive career across a range 

of industries from resources, to manufacturing and 

logistics as well as banking and professional services 

in Australia, New Zealand and Asia. Kathryn is the 

current President of Chief Executive Women and 

a Board Member of the Reserve Bank of Australia. 

Kathryn shared her views and insights into the 

Australian economy and noted that from a domestic 

and global economic perspective, it is indeed a 

“happy new year”. 

Kathryn opened the discussion sharing her career 

experiences including her appointment to the 

Reserve Bank Board, commenting it is the only Board 

to which she has had sign a “secrecy agreement”. 

Whilst conscious that she could not comment on 

monetary policy she did provide a broad and largely 

optimistic perspective on the stability of and current 

growth prospects of both domestic and global 

economies. Interestingly, she highlighted the unique 

characteristic of the Australian Reserve Bank Board, in 

that unlike other Central Bank Boards, the Australian 

Reserve Bank Board is predominantly staffed not by 

economists but by members who have significant 

and broad commercial experience. For her part, her 

extensive background in resources (ExxonMobil and 

Blue Scope Steel), logistics (Linfox) as well as banking 

and finance (ANZ) gave her have a deep commercial 

attractive return for investors.  PPM’s investment 

philosophy has minimised the impact to our clients 

portfolios from these large and detrimental valuation 

movements in the past and we believe will puts our 

clients in a strong long term investment position.

In the next issue we will look at banks globally and 

locally to see where we think the value lies.
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